Accommodation information PFE-SPP 1992 2022
Hotels
A variety of hotels can be found near the Geocampus FU Berlin area and can be reached by public
transport.
For example, the 4-star Hotel Steglitz International is located in a one-minute walk distance at
Albrechtstr. 2 and 2,0 km away the Seminaris Campus Hotel Berlin can be found at Takustraße 39.
1,8 km away (Unter den Eichen 89A) the Hotel Pension Dahlem offers good rooms as well.
There are reserved rooms at the following hotels for you from September, 11-14, 2022. Please
book with the keyword „SPP-1992 2022“ and note that hotels might need credit card details for the
reservation. There might be an additional City Tax of 5% in some of the Hotels.
Hotel Morgenland
The Hotel Morgenland is locaed at Finckensteinallee 23-27, 12205 Berlin and 30 minutes away
from the Geocampus FU Berlin via public transportation. From the Hotel you can take the bus M11
(direc-tion to S Schöneweide) to arrive at the bus station Nahmitzer Damm/Marienfelder Allee.
From there you can take the Bus X83 (direction U Dahlem-Dorf) and drive until the Emmichstr.,
where you will be right at the venue.
For the individual called rooms, cancellation is free of charge until 3 days before arrival.
Please register by telephone or by mail under the keyword "SPP-1992 2022" at the hotel.
Single room: 87,00 Euro (incl. Breakfast)
Contact: info@hotel-morgenland.de
Website: https://www.hotel-morgenland.de/
ApartHotel Landhaus Lichterfelde
The ApartHotel Landhaus Lichterfelde is locaed at Drakestraße 60, 12205 Berlin Berlin and 30
minutes away from the Geocampus FU Berlin via public transportation.
Here are three reserved apartments for to book until the 1st August 2022. The apartments include
WiFi, a kitchen, bathroom, TV, telefon and a radio.
Cancellation is up to 2 weeks before arrival 50%, up to 1 week before arrival 70%, in case of noshow 90%. Please register by telephone or by mail under the keyword "SPP-1992 2022" at the hotel.
Apartment cost: 252,00 Euro (without breakfast)
Contact: apartmenthotel@landhauslichterfel.de
Website: https://www.landhauslichterfel.de/
H+ Berlin Mitte
The H+ Hotel Berlin Mitte is located at Chausseestraße 118-120, 10115 Berlin 40 minutes away
from the Geocampus FU Berlin via public transportation. From the Hotel you can take the train S25
(direc-tion to S Teltow Stadt) to arrive at the train station S Lankwitz.
From there you can take the Bus X83 (direction to U Dahlem-Dorf) and drive until the Emmichstr.,
where you will be right at the venue.
Individually reserved rooms can be cancelled free of charge up to 7 days before arrival.
After that 90% of the agreed rate will be charged as cancellation fee. Please register by telephone or
by mail under the keyword "SPP-1992 2022" at the hotel or use the following link: https://short.hhotels.com/spp19922022

Single room: 129,00 Euro (incl. Breakfast)
Contact: manuela.Lehrer@h-hotels.com
Website: https://www.h-hotels.com/de/hplus/hotels/hplus-hotelberlin-mitte?utm_source=yext&utm_medium=listing
The following Hotels are not reserved, but we recommend them nevertheless:
Hotel-Pension Enzian
The Hotel-Pension Enzian is located at Hortensienstraße 28, 12203 Berlin and 27 minutes away
from the Geocampus FU Berlin via public transportation. This cozy hotel with a classic ambience is a
1-mi-nute walk away from Berlin Botanischer Garten train station and 1.3 km from Berlin-Dahlem
Botani-cal Garden and Museum. All 10 simple rooms feature Wi-Fi, plus shared bathrooms or
private bath-rooms with showers. There's no air-conditioning. Breakfast is offered for a fee of 12,50
Euro in a cozy dining room.
Single room: 59,00 Euro
Double room: 85,00 Euro
Contact: info@hotel-pension-enzian.de
Website: https://www.hotel-pension-enzian.de/
Ela Apartments
The Hotel Ela Apartments Berlin is located at Hindenburgdamm 118, 12203 Berlin and 35 minutes
away from the Geocampus FU Berlin via public transportation. The hotel offers various options for
accommodation. Guests can choose between three fully equipped apartments or room rental.
The location is central, the bus stop directly in front of the main entrance so guests have the opportunity to reach within the shortest time comfortably and directly the centers of Berlin. S-Bahn and UBahn are also easy to reach.
Double room: 155,00 Euro
Single apartment: 125,00 - 190,00 Euro
Contact: elaapartments@gmail.com
Website: https://www.elaapartmentsberlin.com/
Hotel Atlas
The Hotel Atlas is located at Bernhardstraße 9, 10715 Berlin and 37 minutes away from the
Geocam-pus FU Berlin via public transportation. The hotel offers you all the comfort of a modern
furnished house. An elevator will take you to one of the 28 single, double and family rooms.
The hotel can be found in the district of Wilmersdorf. For any kind of business, the excellent connection to the public transport network, such as S- and U-Bahn lines, is excellent.
Single room: form 40,00 Euro
Double room: form 49,00 Euro
Contact: info@atlasberlinhotel.de
Website: https://www.atlas-hotel-berlin.de/index.php?lang=de

